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A B S T R A C T   

A diagnosis based on multiple nuclear medicine imaging (NMI) was more comprehensive in 
approaching the nature of pathological changes. In this research, a method to realize triple NMIs 
within one day was developed based on the reasonable arrangements of 68Ga-RGD PET/CT 
specialized on neovascularization, 99mTc-HL-91 SPECT/CT specialized on hypoxia and 18F-FDG 
PET/CT specialized on tumor metabolism. Feasibility was verified in evaluating the therapeutic 
effects of transarterial embolization (TAE) performed on rabbit models with VX2 tumor. Radia-
tion dosimetry was carried out to record the radiation exposure from multiple injections of ra-
diopharmaceuticals. In results, the one-day examination of triple NMIs manifested the diversity of 
the postoperative histological changes, including the local neovascularization induced by 
embolization, hypoxic state of embolized tissues, and suppression of tumor metabolism. More 
importantly, radiation dosage from radiopharmaceuticals was limited below 5.70 ± 0.90 mSv. In 
conclusion, the strong timeliness and complementarity of one-day examination of triple nuclear 
medicine imaging made it clinically operative and worthy of popularizing. There was flexibility in 
combining distinct NMIs according to the clinical demands, so as to provide comprehensive in-
formation for diagnosis.   
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1. Introduction 

Nuclear medicine imaging (NMI) has been widely used in clinic, because of the precise diagnosis of biochemical information. 
However, unlike the one-by-one usage of multiple sequences in one magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), the multiple uses of NMI were 
limited by the physical decay of medical nuclides. In most situations of one-day examination, only one scan can be applied on the basis 
of a single injection of radiopharmaceutical. Hence, the comprehensive diagnosis of tumors via multiple NMIs in a limited time was 
unpractical so far. 

In the concrete, there were a lot of attempts to solve this issue. Firstly, a “cock-tail” protocol was developed on the basis of tracers’ 
differences on in vivo metabolism. For example, a method with co-injection of 18F-FDG and 18F− ion has been used in the diagnosis of 
malignancy, such as sarcoma, breast cancer, colon cancer and lung cancer [1,2]. Post-processing of mixed signals from two tracers was 
necessarily performed on the basis of metabolic difference. Secondly, a method based on simultaneous injection of multiple 
gamma-emitters was developed for full energy spectrum scanning of SPECT. Separation of image data package relied on the distinctive 
peak values of tracers, such as 201Tl/99mTc-MIBI in myocardial perfusion imaging, 201Tl/99mTc-RBC in cardiac blood pool imaging and 
201Tl/123I-BMIPP in myocardial ischemia [3–5], but the crossover of peak values and the diffraction from higher energy peak was 
inevitable, limiting the complexity in the arrangement of co-injected radiopharmaceuticals. Thirdly, those nuclides with short physical 
half-time, such as C-11, N-13, O-15, and so on, decayed soon (usually in minutes) to a natural radiation background before the 
subsequent NMI [6]. The short physical decay of nuclides together with the quick biological metabolism of tracers, such as H2

15O, 
13NH3 and 82RbCl, built certain flexibility for one-day examination of multiple NMIs. Moreover, dual-tracer PET administration with 
18F-FDG and 68Ga-FAPI-46 was demonstrated with the feasibility and potential in cancer imaging, and the dual-tracer approach may 
have superior sensitivity to 18F-FDG PET alone without compromising individual assessment of either scan [7]. Therefore, the 
reasonable combination of radiopharmaceuticals and the artificial intelligent post-processing both contribute to the development of 
multiple NMI. 

In clinic, how to shorten the diagnosis procedure is a crucial challenge to improving and accelerating the treatment of patients, 
especially for the accurate definition of neoplastic pathologies [8]. Combining two or more NMIs can effectively increase the specificity 
and sensitivity of diagnosing subtle pathological changes. For instance, diagnosing and localizing the prostate cancer (PCa) benefited 
from one or more of these below perspectives, 18F-FDHT PET in evaluating androgen receptor expression in patients with advanced 
PCa, 18F-FECH PET in diagnosing primary and metastatic lesions of PCa, 68Ga-PSMA or 18F-PSMA PET in evaluating PSMA expression 
and detecting tiny lesions and biochemical recurrence, and 18F-FDG PET in evaluating tumor metabolism [9–11]. Notably, the 
combination does not mean the adoption of all-related examination, and the reasonable choice and arrangement accomplish more with 
less. For example, the combination of functional imaging for neuroendocrine tumors, including 18F-FDG PET/CT and 68Ga-DOTATATE 
PET/CT, is a well-described strategy for tumor staging and directs the management of patients with more confidence [12]. 

Realizing the one-day examination of multiple NMIs was meaningful for clinical diagnosis and social value. In this research, the 
stepwise scans of 68Ga-RGD PET/CT, 99mTc-HL-91 SPECT/CT, and 18F-FDG PET/CT were performed within 12 h, a routine period of 
one-day examination. The mutual interference of radiopharmaceuticals was assessed in vitro. The diagnostic value of triple NMIs was 
evaluated in VX2 tumor-bearing rabbits that were treated with transarterial embolization (TAE), which potentially led to neo-
vascularization, hypoxia and tumor suppression in a short time [13–15]. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Characterizations of mixed radiopharmaceuticals 

18F-FDG was purchased from Shanghai Atom Kexing Pharmaceuticals Co., Ltd. 68Ga-RGD and 99mTc-HL-91 were prepared in-house 
according to the instructions of labeling kits (Shanghai Nice-labeling Biotechnology Co., Ltd). For the radiochemical stability evalu-
ation of radiopharmaceutical in mixture with others, the saline-containing tracer was mixed with the corresponding precursor or 
analogue of the other two tracers of milligram grade, far greater than the chemical amount in radio-labeling. In detail, 18F-FDG was 
mixed with DOTA-RGD and 4,9-diaza-3,3,10,10-tetramethyldodecan-2,11-dione dioxime (HL-91); 68Ga-RGD was mixed with glucose 
and HL-91; 99mTc-HL-91 was mixed with glucose and DOTA-RGD. The in vivo stability of radiopharmaceuticals was not evaluated due 
to the already-proved in vivo stability and the widely clinical use as a single tracer. 

The in vitro stabilities of radiopharmaceuticals in the mixture were assessed in different systems, and the time points of evaluation 
were set in consideration of the time points of corresponding nuclear medicine imaging scans. For 18F-FDG, the in vitro stability was 
measured at 0.5, 1 and 2 h after the mixing using thin layer chromatography with a radio-detector (radio-TLC) with 95 % acetonitrile 
in water as mobile phase and silica gel thin layer as solid phase. For 68Ga-RGD, the in vitro stability was measured at 0.5 and 1 h after 
the mixing using radio-TLC with a mixture of 1 M NH4OAc/CH3OH (1:1) as mobile phase and glass microfiber chromatography paper 
impregnated with silica gel (iTLC-SG) as solid phase. For 99mTc-HL-91, the in vitro stability was measured at 0.5, 1 and 2 h after the 
mixing using radio-TLC to detect free Tc-99 m as ions with acetone as mobile phase and iTLC-SG as solid phase, or to detect Tc-99m- 
based colloid with a mixture of 1 M NH4OAc/CH3OH (1:1) as mobile phase and iTLC-SG as solid phase. 

2.2. Preparation of tumor-bearing rabbit models and transarterial embolization 

Adult New Zealand white rabbits (male, six months old, 2.2–2.5 kg) were used for this study. This research was approved by the 
Committee on Ethics of Medicine of Navy Medical University (No. 8220072600). The VX2 tumors were transplanted in the hind limb of 
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carrier rabbit. When the subcutaneous tumor reached about 0.8–1 cm in diameter, the tumorous tissue was harvested and cut into 
small cubes (approximately 1 mm3), and then implanted into the left lobe of a healthy liver. Three weeks after implantation, the liver 
tumors were considered in an ideal condition for embolization. 

Embolization of the hepatic artery with lipiodol emulsion was performed in all three rabbit livers with the same procedures. TAE 
was performed under digital subtraction arteriography (DSA; AlluraXperFD20, Philips) and fluoroscopic guidance. The 2.8F micro- 
catheter (Boston Scientific) was introduced via the femoral artery and then advanced to super-select the left hepatic artery based 
on the angiography. The lipiodol was administered into the artery until the reflux of lipiodol emulsion under fluoroscopic was 
observed, and the injected dose of lipiodol was recorded. Typically, the average total usage of lipiodol was 0.8 mL. 

2.3. Performance of one-day examination of triple nuclear medicine imaging 

The multiple NMI examination was performed at 9 days post TAE. Fig. 1 provided the schematic diagram of the one-day exami-
nation of triple nuclear medicine imaging, including the tracer injection, dieting plan, scans schedule and narcotism. In consideration 
of the physical half-time of radio-nuclides and biological half-time of precursor, the scanning schedule was arranged as: firstly, 68Ga- 
RGD PET/CT without fasting for solids and liquids; secondly, 99mTc-HL-91 SPECT/CT with a 9 h interval between the two injections, 
and the scan was performed at 1.5 h post injection (h P.I.); thirdly, 18F-FDG PET/CT immediately after the SPECT/CT scan, and the 
scan was performed at 45 min post injection (min P.I.). During the triple scans, rabbit models were kept abrosia, and provided with a 
normal diet after the completion of 18F-FDG PET/CT. 

For 68Ga-RGD PET/CT, after being anesthetized with isoflurane, 3.7 MBq 68Ga-RGD per kilogram body weight were injected into 
the ear vein of tumor-bearing rabbits. PET/CT imaging was performed at 45 min P.I. using a clinical PET/CT scanner (Biograph64, 
Siemens, Germany). In a standard PET/CT scan for 68Ga-RGD or 18F-FDG, a low-dose CT scan was followed by PET scan. Image 
acquisition parameters were set as follows: for CT, tube voltage: 120 kV; tube current: 35 mA; pitch: 1.0; reconstruction layer thickness: 
2 mm. A total of three beds with 3 min per bed was collected for whole-body PET image acquisition. TureD system of post-processing 
workstation was used for image reconstruction to form transverse plane, coronal plane and sagittal plane and generate 3D projection 
image. Regions of interest (ROIs) on tumors or other research objects were manually outlined, and PET/CT workstation provided 
standardized uptake value (SUV) as the quantitative results. A nuclear medicine physician was responsible for identifying ROIs and 
measuring tumor SUVmax and tumor volume. 

For 99mTc-HL-91 SPECT/CT, each model rabbit was injected with 7.4 MBq imaging agent. The scanning time points were set as 1.5 
h P.I. A clinical SPECT/CT scanner (Symbia T16, Siemens, Germany) equipped with a low energy universal collimator was used. Rabbit 
models were anesthetized and scanned with the below parameters: energy peak: 141 keV; window width: ±10 %; matrix: 64 × 64; 
zoom: 1.45; time length of each slice: 30 s. CT image acquisition parameter was set as follows: tube voltage: 130 kV; tube current: 35 
mA; and slice thickness: 2 mm. After acquisition was finished, coregistration of SPECT and CT images was performed. Volumes of 
interest (VOIs) were manually outlined on tumors and other research objects, and tracer uptake was defined as the percentage of 
injected dose per milliliter (%ID/mL). 

For 18F-FDG PET/CT, the same scan parameters were set as 68Ga-RGD PET/CT, but an item of F-18 was selected in the scanning 
system. 

2.4. Evaluation of residual radioactivity and radiation exposure 

In this research, the cumulative dosage of radiation was of the primary concern of the multiple NMIs. The radiation from residual 
radiaopharmaceutical was recorded via placing a radiation scanner (DT-9501, CEM-instruments, China) adjacent to the cage of 
injected rabbit. In addition, when fed in the cage, feces and urine were washed away with flowing water without delay. The mea-
surement of cumulative dosage lasted for 24 h, specifically from the injection of 68Ga-RGD to 24 h post the injection. 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of one-day examination of triple nuclear medicine imaging, including the tracer injection, dieting plan, and schedules of 
68Ga-RGD PET/CT, 99mTc-HL-91 SPECT/CT and 18F-FDG PET/CT. The time lines in blank meant anaesthetic, and the ones in orange meant awake. 
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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2.5. Hemotoxylin and eosin staining and immunohistochemistry 

Hemotoxylin and eosin (HE) staining and immunohistochemistry (IHC) analysis were performed on the tumorous tissues or 
interested tissues that were acquired at 12 h after the completion of triple nuclear medicine imaging. Vascular endothelial growth 
factor (VEGF) staining corresponded to 68Ga-RGD PET/CT to detect the neovascularization in tissues surrounding to embolized lesion; 
Hypoxia-inducible factor 1α (HIF-1α) staining corresponded to 99mTc-HL-91 SPECT/CT to evaluate the anoxia of embolized lesion; and 
Ki-67 staining corresponded to 18F-FDG PET/CT to evaluate the tumorous metabolism. 

2.6. Statistics 

The descriptive statistics, including PET/CT and SPECT/CT imaging, were computed on Prism software (Graphpad, La Jolla, CA, 
USA). All data analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics software, version 20.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). If the 
data was in line with the normal distribution, t-test was utilized; otherwise, the nonparametric test analysis was utilized. Two-sided P 
values of less than 0.05 were considered to indicate statistically significant differences. 

3. Results 

Although the three radioactive tracers were separately injected with a minimum interval of 2 h, a longer period than the half-time 
in the serum, the stability in mixture was measured to confirm the feasibility of step-wise injection. Due to the distinct difference on the 
principle of nuclides-labeling, the excess unlabeled precursors did not affect the stability of accompanying radiopharmaceuticals, all of 
which maintained a radiochemical purity (RCP) of above 90 %. The typical TLC spectrum of 68Ga-RGD, 99mTc-HL-91 and 18F-FDG were 
provided in Fig. 2A, B and 2C, and the details of time-dependent stabilities were provided in Fig. 2D, E and 2F. A good stability of each 
radiopharmaceuticals in mixture was manifested. 

Intraoperative and postoperative imaging of all three rabbit models showed good deposition of lipiodol in the VX2 tumor area of the 
left liver lobe, and the tumor contour was clearly visible (Fig. 3A). Lipiodol played a basic role of embolization, and tumor blood supply 
was completely or partially blocked (Fig. 3B). After the completion of embolization, the density of VX2 tumor area in each model was 
higher than that in other liver areas, and the lipiodol deposited in the tumor area showed nodular, mass, or ring deposition. 

The radiation exposure of multiple nuclear medicine imaging was the first concern of clinical feasibility. Beside CT exposure, 
radiation exposure resulted from the radiopharmaceuticals during the scan and the following decay and metabolism was another main 
source. In this triple NMIs protocol, the radiation dosage from radiopharmaceuticals was limited below 5.70 ± 0.90 mSv. Take 68Ga- 
RGD PET/CT as an example, the measured value of radiation was 2.55 ± 0.71 mSv at all. Fig. 4A drawn the theoretical value on the 
basis of physical decay and the corresponding measured value on the basis of physical decay together with biological metabolism, and 
Fig. 4B exhibited the accumulative tendency of radiation exposure. In addition, this protocol was consisted of three conventional CT 
scan, which can be replaced by MR imaging for a better radiation protection. 

The multiple NMIs revealed the homogenesis and heterogenesis of prognosis post TAE. Although the suppressed glucose meta-
bolism was detected in all (3/3) of the rabbit models in early response (9 days), the neovascularization was occasional in the local area 
around the tumor. The state of hypoxia was worsen post TAE in most tumorous tissues. Different with the suppressed tumor 

Fig. 2. The typical radio-TLC spectrum of 68Ga-RGD (A), 99mTc-HL-91 (B) and 18F-FDG (C), and the corresponding RCP of radiopharmaceutical co- 
incubated with precursors of the other ones. 
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Fig. 3. Operation of transcatheterarterial embolization on rabbit model bearing VX2 tumor, including arterial angiogram of a rabbit liver (A) before 
embolization and near completion of embolization with lipiodol emulsion (B). 

Fig. 4. The theroretical and measured radiation exposure of 68Ga-RGD PET/CT. (A) the value of in vivo residuals, and (B) the accumulative tendency 
of radiation exposure. 

Fig. 5. One-day triple nuclear medicine imaging with 68Ga-RGD PET/CT (A and B), 99mTc-HL-91 SPECT/CT (C and D) and 18F-FDG PET/CT (E and 
F). The cross-line pointed to the lesions revealed by functional imaging. 
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metabolism, a diversity of pathological changes was revealed with multiple NMIs. 
For example of the typical findings of rabbit models, the pre-operative 68Ga-RGD PET/CT pictures (Fig. 5A) showed that there was 

slight to mild RGD uptake in the liver background of the rabbits (SUVmax = 1.8), and no significant RGD uptake was observed in the 
tumor area. One week after embolization, the post-operative imaging (Fig. 5B) showed the SUVmax of the normal liver parenchyma was 
slightly decreased, which is lower than the baseline value before embolization. 

The coronal fusion image of HL-91 SPECT/CT showed the HL-91 uptake of the tumor and adjacent area before embolization were 
slight (Fig. 5C), while after embolization the uptake of HL-91 in the tumor and some adjacent areas was significantly higher than before 
(Fig. 5D). Lesional radioactivity intensity increased from 3551/mm3 to 7719/mm3. The ratio of radioactive counts in target to 
background region (muscle of left leg) was 5.830 after embolization, and that was 3.108 before embolization. 

Baseline 18F-FDG PET/CT (Fig. 5E) scan showed remarkable FDG accumulation in the tumor area (SUVmax = 6.7), and FDG uptake 
in nearby lymph nodes was also increased (SUVmax = 6.5). After embolization (Fig. 5F), the post-operative imaging (Figure E) revealed 
FDG uptake of tumor was significantly suppressed as no conspicuous uptake in most areas, and slight FDG uptake could be seen in a few 
residual areas (SUVmax = 1.5). Conversely, FDG uptake of nearby surrounding lymph nodes (no TAE treatment) were still obvious, and 
the SUVmax value was 7.9. 

The result of HE and IHC analysis of tumors post TAE treatment were correspondingly shown in Fig. 6. A homogeneous nuclear 
staining was observed with Ki-67 (Fig. 6B). HIF-1α immmunoreactivity was nuclear and/or cytoplasmic (Fig. 6C), while it was per-
imembranous and/or diffuse cytoplasmic for VEGF (Fig. 6D). The arrows pointed to the positive staining in tumorous tissues. The HIF- 
1α signaling was slightly positive and the expression of VEGF was obvious on the tissue. 

The more important role of the multiple NMIs is detecting the heterogeneity of prognosis, for example of 18F-FDG PET/CT (Fig. 7A), 
the VX2 tumor were 18F-FDG-avid before treatment, the baseline SUVmax of VX2 tumor and the normal liver parenchyma was 6.75 and 
1.83, respectively. The ratio of tumor to nontumor was 3.69. At 9 days post lipiodol TAE treatment, VX2 tumor uptake of 18F-FDG was 
significantly decreased compared to the baseline value. The post-treatment tumor SUVmax was 3.25, and the tumor-to-nontumor ratio 
was 2.06. 

In the case of 68Ga-RGD PET/CT (Fig. 7B), the imaging revealed weak uptake in the primary lesion and rim of the tumor following 
lipiodol TAE treatment (SUVmax = 0.69), but there was mild 68Ga-RGD uptake in the VX2 tumor prior to treatment (SUVmax = 1.90), 
which demonstrated the temporal suppression of neovasculature. 

4. Discussion 

18F-FDG is an established broad spectrum tool for tumoral glucose metabolism. This approach may have applications for assessing 
residual tumor tissue or tumor progression [16]. As for liver cancer, the single 18F-FDG imaging for diagnosing primary hepatocellular 
carcinoma (HCC) was not idealistic, especially for well-differentiated HCC. The cellular uptake of 18F-FDG in HCC cells depends on the 
ratio of intracellular phosphokinase activity and glucose-6-phosphatase activity. The well-differentiated tumor cells are of higher 
concentrations of glucose-6-phosphatase and higher level of dephosphorylation, which accelerate the cell export process of 18F-FDG 

Fig. 6. HE staining (A) and IHC results of Ki-67 (B), HIF-1α (C), and VEGF (D) in VX2 tumor tissue (magnification × 200) that corresponded to NMIs 
in Fig. 5. 
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[17]. In addition, pseudoprogression from immunotherapy can lead to increased tumor metabolic activity, so the "flare phenomenon" 
of FDG PET hinders the reliable identification of therapeutic effects [18]. As manifested in this research, comprehensive scans can 
increase confidence in assessing disease progression. 

As performed in this research, TAE that based on lipiodol injection has sufficient clinical effectiveness for liver cancer [19], and has 
become the first-line treatment method for HCC in the intermediate stage. The tumoral environment after TAE is very complicated. The 
block of blood supply led by embolization will induce tissue hypoxia which result in cell damage and inhibit liver regeneration; be-
sides, a major stimulus of angiogenesis and fibrogenesis and a promoter of liver carcinogenesis would also occur [20]. Tumor 
metabolism is always a prosperous research field, and the interrelation of tumor metabolism with hypoxia is complex [21]. Under 
hypoxic conditions, tumor cells can rapidly switch their glucose metabolism from oxidative to fermentative. Adaptation to low oxygen 
tension (hypoxia) in cells and tissues leads to the transcriptional induction of genes implicated in angiogenesis, erythropoiesis, glucose 
uptake and metabolism, cell proliferation, and survival. The main factor mediating this response is HIF-1α, an oxygen-sensitive 
transcription factor [19], which induces VEGF expression and promotes neovascularization [22,23]. As shown in Figs. 5, Figs. 6 
and 7, tumor heterogeneity existed in tumors treated with TAE, and was effectively manifested by the one-day examination of triple 
NMIs without delay to capture the varying tumor microenvironment. For instance, intrinsic structure defects of tumor neo-
vascularization aggravate hypoxia, and start a vicious cycle of hypoxia and tumor neovascularization, inducing tumor recurrence and 
metastasis [24]. In addition to the one-day protocol already used, a variety of tumor-related molecular imaging methods can be 
incorporated into the combination of multiple NMIs. 11C-acetate, as a precursor for amino acid and sterol synthesis, could significantly 
improve the sensitivity in diagnosing HCC [25]. 

In consideration of clinic developments, comprehensive treatment is an important direction of tumor therapy, which utilizes the 
complementarity of different treatment plans to improve the effectiveness. Except from the evaluation of tumor response, the triple 
nuclear imaging could also provide the reference for the comprehensive therapy of advanced HCC after the TACE or TARE. As a basic 
operation for efficient administration to the location of liver tumors, TAE has been proved to be synergistic with multiple treatment 
methods to further improve the efficacy of liver cancer, such as tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) therapy, immunotherapy, and 
radiotherapy [26,27]. For advanced HCC, the first-line recommended drug was tyrosine kinase inhibitors, but about 50 % patients are 
inherently resistant to sorafenib; moreover, acquired resistance appears for some patients during the medication process. Due to the 
difficulty in identifying the effective population before the therapy and observing acquired drug resistance, the prolongation of the 
median survival time in the overall population is only 2–3 months [28,29]. Therefore, liver cancer lacks effective targeted drugs, and 
lacks effective molecular markers or molecular typing based on the therapeutic effect of targeted drugs [28], and the detection of 
hypoxia and angiogenesis will provide the sufficient evidence for the drug decision. For TAE together with radiotherapy, tumor cells in 
a hypoxic environment are more radioresistant compared with the more radiosensitive oxygen-rich areas, resulting in a poorer 

Fig. 7. Another example of double NMIs in evaluating TAE. (A) FDG PET manifested the suppressed tumor metabolic activity after embolization, 
and (B) RGD PET hinted the suppressed neovascularization post TAE. 
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response to radiotherapy [30]. Not only for radiotherapy, the therapy on the basis of immune check point inhibitors, such as Nivo-
lumab and Pembrolizumab, is influenced by the VEGF expression as well [31]. At this time, the expression of therapeutic biological 
targets or the expression of biologically characteristic molecules is of great value for the evaluation of comprehensive treatment effects, 
in this light, sub-classes of NMIs, such as immune PET and metabolic PET, are of great potentials [32]. All of the above methods can be 
superimposed with conventional FDG PET and other schemes to achieve a more comprehensive assessment of tumor metabolism and 
pathological changes based on molecular targeted imaging. 

In a “real-world”, timeliness normally equals to a higher curative ratio, so the realization of one-day examination of multiple 
nuclear imaging is of clinical benefits for treatments planning, especially for those tumors in advanced stage. The information of 
radiation exposure is very meaningful to compare the risk/benefit for validation of NMI and contributes to optimizing protocol [33]. 
The published studies formally assessed whole-body dual-tracer PET/CT of 18F-FDG and 11C-acetate for HCC patients, which was of the 
maximum radiation-absorbed dose of about 29 mSv. If a contemporaneous contrast-enhanced abdomen CT was added, the effective 
dose was up to about 57 mSv [34]. In our study, this work mainly focused on the imaging of several nuclides with medium (physical) 
half-lives. The radiation exposure was controlled under 5.70 mSv for a model rabbit, manifesting the feasibility and bio-safety of 
one-day examination. 

The choice of nuclides should cover the complementarity of ligand and radio-labeled chemistry. The advantage of this scheme is 
that the PET imaging agent with the longest half-life in the combination can be arranged as the last examination. Since there is no 
follow-up nuclear medicine examination, there will be no mutual interference between nuclear medicine signals. For the ECT ex-
amination used before the last PET examination, the characteristics of nuclides are fully considered, that is, most ECT nuclides will not 
produce detectable signals for PET scan (except for a few nuclides such as Y-90), because the energy of gamma photons is less than that 
of positrons. In fact, when selecting the nuclides with ultra-short half-lives, such as C-13, N-15 and O-17, the mutual influence of 
nuclide signals between different examinations can be further reduced. 

As a preliminary research, some limitations were included in this research. First, the triple NMI was realized in modalities of both 
PET and SPECT, hence, the equipment of both PET and SPECT was necessary. When only PET equipped, double NMI with two PET 
scans was available. Secondly, the patients’ willingness of triple injections will limit the application of triple NMI, and an informed 
consent with more details was essential. 

5. Conclusions 

Timely and integrated monitoring of oxygen level, tumor response of neovascularization, dynamic changes in glycolysis, and the 
evaluation of mutual relevance are very meaningful, especially for the individualized outcomes, and will contribute to making the 
reasonable treatment schedule, such as the timepoint of re-embolization. In this study, molecular probe 99mTc-HL91 SPECT reflecting 
the hypoxia situation, molecular probe 68Ga-RGD PET targeting neovascularization and 18F-FDG PET assessing tumor glycolysis, were 
integrated in one-day examination protocol. The triple nuclear imaging outlined a more comprehensive picture on pathological 
changes after TAE, that tumor metabolic activity was suppressed in 3/3 models, but localization and degree of hypoxia status and 
neovasculization varied individually, manifesting the necessity of integrated images analysis in dealing with complicated cases, which 
could not only facilitate testifying the validity of the one-day examination, but also possess the great clinical value. 
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